
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Another thing __________________ into consideration.1. (passive/take)has to be taken

You ______________________ yourself with thoughts of what you are
about to do, or what you are about to suffer.
2.

(not/disturb)
have not to disturb

And here is a nettle- ________________________________________?3.
(what tale/its leaves/may/tell/?)

what tale may its leaves have to tell

This compact ___________________ with blood.4. (passive/sign)has to be signed

But he ____________ to war.5. (past/go)had to go

Even if he ______________ himself.6. (come)has to come

Our little army is its true nucleus and there a man
_____________________ rich.
7.

(not/be)doesn't have to be

We _______________ her at night.8. (past/watch)had to watch

____________________________ with heroes-with men who have
survived the hardships and dangers of war?
9.

(you/ever/past/live/?)
Did you ever have to live

I ______________________________ and can always be repaired.10.
(eat/or/not/sleep)

do not have to eat or sleep

If he were to re-visit those scenes now,
____________________________________!
11.

(how much/he/would/deplore/?)
how much would he have to deplore

It _________________ the patronage of capital, but capital solicits the aid
of labor.
12.

(not/ask)
has not to ask

Here I _______________ a painful confession.13. (make)have to make

You _____________________ the ground glass.14. (not/use)do not have to use

And she ________________________ herself much, either.15.
(past/not/exert)

did not have to exert
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Sure, that part of it was all right, but
_________________________________________ the party?
16.

(why/the professionals/past/join/?)
why did the professionals have to join

We ____________________ scientists just because we are interested in
science!
17.

(not/be)
do not have to be

They ______________ the curtain down.18. (past/ring)had to ring

You're not in command any more, so you _________________________
that authority line now.
19.

(not/stick to)
don't have to stick to

Oh, Mr Wilson, _________________________ with it?20.
(what/he/can/do/?)

what can he have to do
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